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THESE TENDER ROOTS
(Excerpt from a longer work)
by John White
High above him the clock struck six, joyously, defiantly, freeing
itself of a burden. Standing at the foot of the tower, looking up, the
unnested pigeons bursting from the bell skyward in gray frightened
clouds made tears come in his eyes: such wild flights soon alone
and soaring. Slowly, begrudgingly, his eyes came back, were pulled
down to where buses unloaded and people said goodnight and turned
homeward into the long shadows that were now coming on like
flakes of rust to storm the ancient buildings. He stood and watched
the shadows slide across his feet, search up an alley to his left and
then disappear down a rat's hole.
Leaving their love behind them, he thought turning and hurrying
on down the street: a small bald-headed man with a mustache that
grew full above a pair of pinched sunken lips. From one end of the
Mustache a scar reached a way up his cheek, then doubled back
into the lower part of his nose. Against his pale skin this scar flamed
red, unhealed, ready at any moment to break open and swallow his
roouth. His clothes were clearly those of a laborer, mudspattered,
faded, and eaten by sweat. In one hand he carried a lunch pail which
SWung back and forth as he walked, jangling like a tambourine.
The men with whom he worked called him Pop, but a timekeeper
hvo months past had written: "Joe Campbell, by profession bridgebuilder, unskilled." His real name was Cole Miles.
He had finished his dinner at the cafe and was hurrying to his
arding house, to his room at the end of the hall under the dark
eaves where the light burned yellow and a streamer of flypaper
tossed out its shadow to the low, damp walls.
He walked carelessly, in his mind likening the home-going pro
fession about him to the upcoming fill, crash and withdrawal of a
Wave which spread over him leaning faces that paused and plunged
and then passed on until another bunching occurred far out but fast
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sweeping in and by him roaring. And he is among them, he thought,
somewhere hiding and waiting to break loose.
Without noticing a crowd of people that had halted at an inter
section, he walked into it and through to the other side and off the
curb. A policeman yelled at him. All he could see was a great black
belt and then the sound of the whistle came down crushing. He
started, then turned and scurried back to the curb and dove in among
the shelter of grinning faces. Women stepped back, pulling their
children. Faces turned and whispered.
He came out of them as one breaking water and gasping for
breath. Running blindly back up the street, he reached the alley
and turned into it, and rested there inside the flat shadows length
ening away to dark. His heart pounded and he listened to the echoes
of its deep wailing. This can't be my doing, he thought, I'm past all
that now. Only the rattle of his lunch pail hindered the calm.
Looking into the alley's depth he saw the shadows being disturbed,
and heard a rattle of garbage cans. Fear held in his throat. He
waited, thinking, breaking loose there, as an explosion of tin heaved
slivers ringing around his ears. He cried out and lurched free into
the street. He ran until the alley was well behind him, terrified eyes
turning over his shoulder, and not until he was assured that no one
was behind him did he slow to a walk, thinking of some lame dog
loosed on a pile of garbage. He felt the people around him and
their hard terrible look. He wanted to walk up to them and say,
Take me home with you; can't you see I'm too old to cause any
more trouble." Their heads turned and followed him. They passed
him right on down the street, one pair of eyes to another until he
went out of sight and memory around a corner headed toward the
outskirts.
Somewhere in the dark, a hound, its back legs crushed by the
angry club of its master, dragged itself out of a pile of tin cans
whimpering with pain and snapping at the air. Cole Miles walked
the dark narrow street, looking up into the trees which blew in the
slight wind and bent heavy and full. Droppings of chinaberry trees
filled the night with their fall. To either side of him were old houses
hard put against the street, ancient with cupolas, wornout pa'nt'
yellow lights. This was the steadfast barricade, the spider's pla)"
ground where the traveler holes up for the night.
The house at the end of the sidewalk into which he turned abvay5
reminded him of some child's attic toy which had been abandoned m
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a fit of rage and left half constructed in the gathering dust. The
porch tilted so crazily up at one side that the steps were left dangling
a good two feet from the ground, and he had to grab one of the thin
columns that supported the roof and pull himself onto the landing.
He went up the slope and sat down in a swing and began to push
himself back and forth. Chips of rust fell from the chain of the
swing down against his head. He sat for some time with the light
wind ruffling up the branches of the trees and showing the stars
very bright through the openings. Cicadas, the stirring in the leaves,
all the night sounds and the tiredness caused his head to waver
momentarily, then collapse over on his shoulder at the edge of sleep.
But some part of his mind reached out and caught him up straight in
the swing and settled him back stiff like a schoolboy undergoing a
punishment — that part which told him he couldn't put off much
longer going into the house and down the hall past the room where
two old ladies sat in the odor of incense reading their magazines
under a pink light and plotted another means of humbling him.
In his mind he saw their white powdered hands moving slowly,
limply, arranging an aged and terrifying composure, which he knew
could only have come from their having completed a journey of sev
enty years without any sign of a major blunder except possibly that of
growing old. All the same, he thought, 1 shall certainly never be
capable of going up those stairs and into that room before first
asking of them what they expect me to ask, and then hearing their
answer. He won't be there; I know that. But I am now to the point of
no longer trusting my own knowledge; I'm not sure of my own
certainty. He might.
He got up from the swing and went across the porch to the door.
A large heavy moth tumbled from the screen and fluttered across the
floor and off the edge. He listened to it die away in the grass after
a krief battle of striking wings that had not frightened the snapping
jaws of the hound. He opened the door and went in. The hall was
ark. A light from a single room off one side broke the hall in half.
At the end were the stairs that led up three flights to his room. He
(10ught of this light as a perfect barrier through which no one ever
passed without first being clutched up in its hard glare and open
. He had no more than closed the door when a voice, brittle but
P'ercing, came out of the light.
Mr. Campbell. You did not wipe your boots!'
He reopened the door and hurried back out on the porch, thinking
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how delighted she must be at catching him again. He found the stiff
brush and began to scrub his boots as loudly as possible. When he
had finished he went back into the house and walked straight down
the hall and full into the light. The room he looked into was muddled,
like a gaudy flower, loaded to the point of bursting. In the center
was the fireplace, long given way to a gas burner, with a dark
glossy mantle holding a gallery of photographs, old and young,
brides and babies, fathers, which through the years had been parcelled
off to the old ladies seated in the far corner. They were the owners of
the house, sisters, large full-faced women with gray hair tied neatly
with yellow ribbons. There was an odd singleness about them,
as if they are slowly growing into one body to save the price of two
coffins, he thought, watching them as they bent still over their
magazines, although knowing all the time that I am standing here
waiting. He stood framed by the door and dared the hope that for
once they would tell him without first having to be asked. But no
use, and when he did speak, it was much too loud.
"Has anyone . . ."
A loud rattle of paper and indignant faces looking up.
"No, Mr. Campbell. No one has asked for you today. No one
at all."
They looked at each other for a moment, the woman faces
growing into one; then he disappeared beyond the other side of the
light.
He was tired and, climbing the stairs, his legs acted as hammers
driving heated bolts through his body. At the top a weak light, the
only one, burned above his room. With the black fall behind him,
he felt coming on that sudden jolt of fear and weakness that met him
right here every night like an expected wind swinging around the
buttress of a building. It struck him straight on and he heard his
heart quicken as sweat started its run down the insides of his armsFrom below came a laugh and the rustling of chairs. But these were
the noises of another world far outside the orbit of a door he mus
open, a room he must enter, a shining knob which glared at him
like some golden eye looking out of a dream. Never once moving ^
eyes away from the door, he placed his lunch pail on the stairs an
began to remove his shoes. With his shoes in one hand and his lun
pail in the other, he started up the last flight. On reaching the door
he put his head against it and listened and heard nothing. ^n.01?
quick move he swung the door wide, flipped down the light swit »
and stepped back into the hall. All was quiet. Assured, he walked in
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the room and across to a bed which stood in the far corner and fell
to his knees and looked under it. From here he moved to the closet
and opened the door and heaved his shoes inside as if striking at
something. The laughter below ceased, then took up again. He
ran across the room to the window and pulled violently at the
shade; it wound in a loud swirl and continued to spin even after he
had rushed to every light in the room and set them all off in a blaze.
There, in the center of the room, eyes large and tendons in his
arms moving away in ripples under his shirt, he began to tremble.
Sweat stood openly on his forehead and his shirt clung tight across
his chest. His mouth was open but no sounds came, only his mouth
shaped sounds like those of a mute or a man choking. A great sob
broke from him, freeing itself, and he fell over on the bed, trying
to cover his face with a pillow as the sob grew into many that
circled the room, slipped out into the hall and slid down the stairs;
drifting and falling, they ran through the house. The laughter died;
safety latches fell; and the two old ladies closed their door as twin
darknesses rolled into one and held firm around sobs that seemed
to be shaking the whole house.
He woke early enough to see out of his window the night
running off the far hills where dawnsmoke weaved the morning's
1'ght air into high drifting columns. He thought of all the heads
coming awake and tossing off dreams, of the tumble of warm rumpled
sheets in the easy love of daybreak. He lay quiet watching the sun
come streaming through the trees outside his window and fall on the
door beside him in a heap of floating dust. Slowly the sun climbed
UP the bed and touched his face. He thought of these moments of
coming awake as being the only ones really friendly; and surely
no kin to those along about four where you run against the end, the
re<*l world's end where death holds out.
Dressing, he began to go back over the night, the now un
believable night, and the particular horror that had found him. A
fancy of an old man who dares not go back too far, he imagined,
and something that after so many years one should have got used to
ut never had. It seemed incredible that he could have been put
through so much, all the half-conscious, half-dream hours and their
eTual share of terror, in what was and what might have been, and
stijl rise in the morning to locate the same face of yesterday in the
mirror; a face that he thought by all reason should have ceased
"''together, or else run away while he watched in a great lot of
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sores. He remembered something about the taste of his heart and
began to laugh. The sound startled him and he went to the mirror
and examined the laughter as one does a bad tooth. When he had
finished dressing he went out of the room and down the stairs.
The cafe where he took his breakfast was loud and heavy with
boots and clattering lunch pails. He sat at the counter beside one of
the laborers and ordered coffee and toast.
"You'd best eat up, Pop," this man said, shore God you had.
That pier's got to be poured today and that's work for the dogs."
He gestured with his fork toward the other men seated at the
counter.
"Ask any of them; they'll tell you."
"He's right, Pop," one of them said, a pier's hell and this
un's goin' to be sixteen hours doin'."
B
"Wait'll he's inside the form," the foreman said, laughing, "he'll
find out soon enough."
"Oh, I'll make it," Cole Miles said above the general roar of
approval, knowing that money bets had been made contrary to this.
He finished his breakfast and when a horn sounded outside the
door he rose with the others and hurried out on the street where a
truck waited.
The rear of the truck was already full of men when he got there
He would rather have struggled up in his own way, but a boy who had
taken a fatherly attachment to him didn't allow that.
"Come on, Pop, it ain't all that bad," he said, offering his hand.
"You must have a piece of sure-fire hell up some alley to look like
you do in the mornin'."
The whole truck began to laugh.
"That's somethin' I'm,wantin' in on, Pop," another said. Dont
matter if'n it's a might old."
"If he does it for anyone, he does it for me," the boy sai ,
slapping Cole Miles across the back. "Ain't that right, Pop?
The truck was pulling away from the town, and soon they were
passing through the country, hilled-in land, soft and rolling &reen.
Cole Miles tried to think of the air, cool and fresh, going by him an
the trees blowing beside the road and on the long hills rising
and the wind blowing strong into his face when he leaned over t e
side of the truck far out.
"Watch it, Pop," a man near him said, catching him by
shirt and pulling him back. "We wouldn't want to lose you now.
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specially since you're going to have wings soon enough with the way
it looks up there."
He pointed to the sky, a faint and washed-out bluish skim fading
away into an indefinite and spreading shape that was the sun. The
truck swung down a low grade and came to a stop at the edge of a
wide clearing where men were busy rolling out wheelbarrows and
Georgia buggies filled with tools. For the first time Cole Miles felt
the already violence of the heat. Beside the only tree left standing,
four large concrete mixers idled angrily. Once the concrete began to
move up the long hoses that led a hundred feet into the air and down
inside the wooden form, to be the pier once the concrete had dried
and the form been removed, there would be no stopping; lunch
would be eaten in short desperate shifts, dinner forgotten, night
overlooked. The day was to be stretched like a rubber band.
Cole Miles climbed from the truck and walked toward a ladder
that reached the top of the form. As he went upward he heard
the foreman telling the young boy to watch for Pop and see that
he didn't get lost.
He sure can get little at times," the foreman said.
You bet I will," the boy said, glancing up at him. ' Me and him's
got things to do one of these nights."
Cole Miles paused on the ladder and looked down at the scene
helow him. It seemed to him that the perspective was unchanged, as
if he were incapable of ever getting above things to such a height
that they were altered. The foreman's voice still retained the same
easy carelessness that all the men seemed to reflect when they spoke
°f him; and it was just this freedom with the word Pop that was con
stantly reminding him of the really monstrous joke he was. Or
better still, he thought, the sad, hurried-over end of one that has not
at all come off. He started again for the top, slowly, one step at a
time. And all this is part of the joke, the ladder, my being on it, and
11 acting as the only thing between my position here and a stretched0ut, still one on the ground, all the funny bother over this little thing
°f a bridge, the poor stupid anxtousness of the foremen, all of
He caught himself.... This wasn't right, wasn't fair making
what was his loss the loss of others, knocking others' things about the
Way he did his own.
Hp to your old tricks," he said aloud, pulling himself violently
j*P on the top of the form and crashing his hand down on the
adder, requiring some real punishment and not merely old words
nmvn and said for too long a time.
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He transferred to another ladder that led down inside the form.
Half way to the bottom the heat closed in, dark and heavy, to leave
him wet clean through. A maze of thin steel beams traversed the form
horizontally and vertically every two feet. At the bottom there was
no room to stand, so he waited crouched over for the concrete to
begin. He heard the engines of the mixers shift into high gear, and
the concrete began to come from everywhere, cutting off all sound
except that of its own fall. It gushed out the four hoses and quickly
covered the floor. He began packing it with a long blunt stick
which he held in his hands. Other men were evenly dispersed along
the bottom doing the same. Several hung to vibrators, twirling
cylinders attached to the end of compressor hoses which sucked the
water out of the concrete, holding on with all their might. Once
every hour a bucket to drink from would be lowered and then pulled
back by a mysterious hand which represented the one link with the
outside. Only this to disrupt the long slow tumble from above like
some gray curse breaking over their heads.
He worked like this all morning, stamping, pounding. Noon
came an d passed while he ate his lunch bent over against the grill of
steel bars, a single crust enveloping him and making him look for all
the world like some ancient mummy come to life and cringing against
the wall of his invaded tomb. His back ached from being doubled
under the sharp network of steel beams for so long a time, and his
arms m ight have passed the morning being ground between the jaws
of a giant vice. The concrete seemed a force forever bearing down on
him and above which he was grappling to stay, having by this time
lost all hope of ever freeing himself of it entirely. As the first h®11/5
passed he had measured the progress by guessing at the amount of the
form already filled, but now progress and time had lost all significance
and his only concern was endurance and the dim possibility of some
time, somehow, arriving at the top.
As the hours grew larger, more and more muscles were revolting'
Cole Miles could see other men slumping back up against the side o
the form. Only the fall of concrete continued with the same furyYet as dusk came, bringing shadows, he sensed a buoyancy that e
had not even known in the early morning, a second wind, and beg*0
to feel big and confident in his strength. He was thinking of how
sur prised all of them would be as he stepped from the finished for01
whistling . . . when suddenly a jolt like that of a pile
slammed through his head, followed by a plunge of light so blinding
that it sent him stumbling back against the wall. He slid down m
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the cement. Sitting there while his head cleared, he vaguely dis
tinguished the shape of a man working near him and showing
absolutely no concern for his distress. He could not remember
having seen the man before, but still there was something familiar
about him. Cole Miles called up for a bucket of water, and when
it was dropped he drank some and poured more over his head. It felt
cool and fresh, like this morning's wind, and seemed to clear things
up considerably. He handed the bucket in the direction of the man,
and when there was no response, he looked up to find that no one
was there. He wondered where the man could have gone, or if
there had ever really been one, before. Unable to reach any decision,
he finally decided that the whole thing was some kind of tardy effect
of the sun and nothing more. All the same, a not very good effect,
he thought, and what I should do is get out of here right now.
But he began to think of the other men, and the bet, and the really
good time they would have laughing if he did leave. I'm the same as
a schoolboy who is up against a dare and likes it, he thought, feeling
that it was an extraordinarily fine thought and a kind he had not
known in years. He figured that he would wait awhile longer and
see what happened; if it came again, he would leave; the whole
thing was nothing more than a game anyway.
By eight that night the foreman's voice had become quiet and en
couraging enough to be pleading. Cole Miles could not see where it
was coming from, but that didn't much matter. It meant nothing
except that there was a top and that someone was actually there saying
that there was. This itself seemed incredible. The thrill of his new
found game was fast leaving and he was more uncertain now than
cver of what it was keeping him there. It was not certainly any fear
for survival, a job as good if not better could always be had, and
roost surely it had nothing to do with pride because that meant a
respect of self and something he had for a good many years now
heen free of. He imagined that perhaps more than anything it was
£ fear of relaxing the tensions too much and over disrupting the
balance that governed any life. Anyway, they'd never believe it,
be thought. Never in a million years if he could tell them, those
people of another time, another life.
He was beyond feeling, as if all the nerves had dropped away
f° sleep and his body and head were two separate beings and he was
ln one looking at the other and not even on speaking terms. It
°ccurred to him that this was a rare opportunity for objectivity and
"ne hardly to be missed. I think I shall walk right up and bash me
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in the face, and this struck him as uproarously funny and he began
to laugh, full brilliant laughter reaching out beyond the form,
soaring, expanding his head into one searing blister of white light.
He reached for one of the steel beams and held on. It came.
Rushing down, crashing, the scattered ends of what had been his
gathered in torrential fury and whipped over the long slick spillway
buckling everything under. He bent and cracked with the decisiveness
of a twig in a winter forest, all the while calling out for a spring
that would never hear. Even the man standing beside him, whom
he could see quite clearly now, hanging from a beam and opening
his mouth like a mad ape, would never hear. Even with the pleading
and the strong voice and all the anguish in the wild notes ... The
lunch pail was there and the feeling of the concrete oozing in,
and he began to shake his fists at the man, cursing him, the outrage.
But the man also was shaking his fists, also was cursing, and the
bodies and the voices became one, were one, and he knew. He
screamed.
A long, slow way in the distance, deep under the cover of shadows
the man screamed, too, spreading his mouth, pulling its corners until
they split to the quick spurt of blood. Cole Miles sank back against the
wall, slithering down, eyes focused on one final vision of two old
ladies under a pink shade with no more questions to answer, closing
out the light' from a hall never again to be walked, a stair never to
be climbed, a door which had finally opened onto the strangers
arrival. The face moved closer. Slowly it came in. Slowly. Over him,
grinning, the blood-red scar running out of the mustache and parting
into a chasm.

$
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TWO TRANSLATIONS
by Philip Timberlake

Catullus: On the Death of His Brother
Many the lands and waters I have passed
To come at length, my brother, to these last
Poor rites, wherein I spill the gifts of death
Upon the ground for thee, and with vain breath
Speak to thy silent dust, for unkind fate
Took thee from me unhappy. Now, though late,
Take these sad offerings, which men of yore
Laid down as fitting for the dead. I pour
Them forth with flood of brother's tears, and tell
Thee now and in eternity farewell.

Ugo Foscolo: On the Death of His Brother
Giovanni (1802)
One day, if 1 shall not pass on alone
from tribe to tribe forever, thou shalt behold
Me, O loved brother, seated on thy stone
To weep thy fair years' blossom, fallen and cold.
There our lone mother, bowed beneath the pain
Of heavy time, names me to thy mute dust:
hot I stretch out my hands to you in vain;
Par off though I salute my home, still must
'face the hostile Powers and hidden woes
That made thy life a tempest, and I pray,
Pven I, within thy haven to find repose.
much of all my hopes is left today!
j^ay a sad mother's arms at last enclose
these ashes, home returned from far away.
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A PATTERN OF TENSION:
A Study of John Donne and Emily Dickinson
by Myron Bloy
In his essay on Emily Dickinson, Allen Tate notices a similarity
between her poetry and that of John Donne: "... their sense of
the natural world is not blunted by a too rigid system of ideas; yet
the ideas, the abstractions, their education or their intellectual
heritage, are not so weak as to let their immersion in nature, or their
purely personal quality, get out of control. 1 The statement is true,
and it is necessary to understand it fully if one is to have a real ap
preciation of the poetry of Donne and Dickinson. Unfortunately,
Mr. Tate's conclusion is not elucidated by a close textual analysis.
In fact, he denies that these antithetical, mutually controlling forces
can be isolated sufficiently to see them in action: "The two poles
of the mind are not separately visible; we infer them from a lucid
tension that may be most readily illustrated by polar activity.
The tension between two poles of the mind," between the natural
world" and a "rigid system of ideas," is the point of similarity be
tween Donne and Dickinson. However, I think it is possible to
delineate, rather than "infer," the two points between which there
is a tension by an examination of the imagery of each poet, and that
in doing this the "lucid tension" will become even clearer and more
forceful. It is the purpose of this discussion, then, to present the
groundwork which should have proceeded Mr. Tate's conclusion.
The most familiar of Donne's images, the one which is usually
taken as being significant to his poetry and representative of his
poetry, is the "two compasses" in "A Valediction: Forbidding
Mourning":
If they be two, they are two so
As stifle twin compasses are two,
Thy soule the fixt foot, makes no show
To move, but doth, if th* other doe.
1. Any following quotations which are attributed to Allen Tate are also fro111
the same essay: Allen Tate, "Emily Dickinson," On the Limits of Poetry,
Swallow Press and William Morrow Co., New York, 1948, pp. 197-213-
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The image of the puppet" in Dickinson's "A clock stopped — not
the mantel's" is significant and representative of her poetry:
A clock stopped — not the mantel's;
Geneva's farthest skill
Can't put the puppet bowing
That just now dangled still.
The symbol in each case, the "compasses" and the "puppet," is a
lifeless object, but more than that, it is emotionally sterile. Because
of their uncompromisingly practical nature, these symbols don't
become imbued with some life-quality, and, hence, must be seen
objectively. They are no more emotionally laden than the symbols
a biologist uses.
It is obvious, then, that the association between vehicle (symbol)
and tenor (the complex symbolized) is not, in the first place, an
emotional one. We must conclude that the association is made by
an intellectual catalyst on an objective basis. (A compass acts in a
particular way under given circumstances, just as a clock does.)
We must have an objective, not an emotional, familiarity with com
passes and clocks before the images will mean anything; in fact,
there is not even a slight emotional bias to give us a clue. Of course,
this does not deny the feeling or emotion in the tenor; it is only to
say that vehicle is an objectification of it and that intellectual means
have to be employed to arrive at it.
Warren and Wellek, in their Theory of Literature, call symbols
°f this kind "magical," and say that they are representative of a
particular kind of imagination.2 In their broad classification there are
two basic types of imagination: one which "projects personality upon
the outer world of things, which animizes and animates nature, and
the contrary type of imagination, which feels its way into the alien,
hich de-animizes or unsubjectivizes itself. The former type is called
f1*e anthropomorphic"; abstractions are subjectivized and human12ed, as in the following passage from Milton's "On Time":
Fly envious Time, till thou run out thy race,
Call on the lazy leaden-stepping Hours,
Whose speed is but the heavy plummet's pace;
And glut thyself with what thy womb devours. . . .

^he latter type is called the "de-animistic," and is divided into
2- Any following quotations which are attributed to Wellek and Warren
^re also from Theory of Literature, Harcourt, Brace and Co., New York,
1949, pp. 210-212. 7
1
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subtypes designated as the mystical and the magical.' The
"mystical" is that type which results in de-humanized symbols, but
symbols which carry an emotional weight, e. g. the symbol of the
eagle in the last stanza of Shelley's When the lamp is shattered :
From thy nest every rafter
Will rot, and thine eagle home
Leave thee naked to laughter,
When leaves fall and cold winds come.
The lover is logically de-humanized in that he is made an eagle, but
the eagle isn't an objective symbol of the lover because it is emotion
ally translucent. In other words, the tenor and the vehicle are, in the
first place, emotionally associated.
As I have said, the second classification of de-animation, the
magical imagination, is what we see in the compasses and the clock.
The imaginative method is the same as that of the primitive magician,
which is the archetype of the scientific method of induction. Sir James
Frazer, in The Golden Bough, makes the comparison between magic
and science:
Wherever sympathetic magic occurs in its pure unadulterated form it assumes
that in nature one event follows another necessarily and invariably without the
intervention of any spiritual or personal agency. Thus its fundamental
conception is identical with that of modern science; underlying the whole
system is a faith, implicit but real and firm, in the order and uniformity of
nature.3
The magician has a special insight into a mechanical nature, and
through this insight he can produce certain effects. With his wand
or rites, he imitates a natural phenomenon, and, by a sort of empathy
reaction, the effect is actually reproduced in nature. The scientists
mind works much in the same way, but he is not so credulous; he will
say that a certain phenomenon will result if certain conditions are
present in nature. The poet who uses magical symbols states that a
certain feeling or emotion is as a particular natural phenomenonIn all three cases the symbol (the wand, the formula, the magical
image) is implicitly based on, and a reflection of, a universe which is
mechanically ordered. It is a cold, pure, self-running universe which
is understood and controlled by the utilization of objective criteria
of experience.
With this in mind we may look at two more symbols of Donne
and Dickinson: from Donne's "The Broken Heart":
3. Sir James Fra2er, The Golden Bough, abridged edition, The Macmilla0
Co., New York, 1948, pp. 48-49.
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If it had gone to thee, I know
Mine would have taught thine heart to show
More pity unto me, but love, alas,
At one first blow did shiver it as glass.
from Dickinson's "It was not death":
It was not death . . . [but]
As if my life were shaven
And fitted to a frame,
And could not breathe without a key. . . .
Both symbols, the "glass" and the "frame," are objectifications of
life; they don't rely on an emotional translucency to form the tenorvehicle association; they are magical. Therefore they rely on an
objective consistency in nature. We know from experience that a
mirror will always break when it is hit hard enough and that it is
necessary to have a key to open a locked frame; these facts are
universally known. Therefore it is possible to induce the tenor; the
poet is relying on a universality of intellect rather than emotion.
Of course, these magical symbols don't assume a poetic im
portance until they are seen in the context of a complete poem.
The Broken Heart" is representative of the way in which Donne
uses them:
He is stark mad, whoever says
That he hath been in love an hour;
Yet not that love so soon decays,
But that it can ten in less space devour.
Who will believe me if I swear
That I have had the plague a year?
Who would not laugh at me if I should say
I saw a flask of powder burn a day?
Ah, what a trifle is a heart,
If once into love's hands it come!
All other griefs allow a part
To other griefs, and ask themselves but some;
They come to us, but us love draws,
He swallows us, and never chaws;
By him, as by chained shot, whole ranks do die,
He is the tyrant pike, our hearts the fry.
If 'twere not so, what did become
Of my heart when I first saw thee?
I brought a heart into the room,
But from the room I carried none with me;
If it had gone to thee, I know
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Mine would have taught thine heart to show
More pity unto me, but love, alas,
At onee nirst blow did shiver it as glass.
Yet nothing can to nothing fall,
Nor any place be empty quite;
Therefore I think my breast hath all
Those pieces still, though they be not unite;
And now as broken glasses show
A hundred lesser faces, so
My rags of heart can like, wish, and adore,
But after one such love, can love no more.
The poem is a dramatic monologue in which the fictional I is
not the main character; instead, it serves the same function as the
Greek chorus, morally reflecting the drama and giving it necessary
scope. It also interprets the action in terms of feeling, but, still,
it is not directly concerned in the action. The only real character in
the drama is the anthropomorphized "love." His action, in breaking
the magically symbolized heart, modifies nature. We may see how
these elements ("I," "love," "heart") develop and interact by
following the course of the poem.
The general truth, of which the drama that follows is an
exemplum, is given in the first four lines. The next four lines
emotionally re-enforce it. The chorus reflects, generalizes, and lays
the groundwork in this stanza. In that love ... devour[s]," a human
action, there is the first point of development of the anthropomorphic
being.
In the second stanza, "love" is completely anthropomorphized,
but he seems to have the qualities of a beast rather than a human, i.e.
"He swallows us, and never chaws." The heart is partly objectified
in that it has the quality of being a "trifle," but not entirely so
because it is still part of "us," the chorus.
The third stanza sets up a particular situation, within which the
action of "love" on "heart" is shown. Till the last line of the stanza,
the "heart" has an ambiguous quality: it is objectified in that it |s
"brought . . . into the room," as an object is brought, but it lS
subjectified in that it attempts to teach. When it is brought into
contact with the anthropomorphic "love" it is concretely objectified
as the "glass." The last stanza re-enforces the symbol by treating J
in objective terms. In other words, the elaboration of the symbol is
in terms consistent with the symbol's objective nature. In the last
two lines the chorus again identifies itself with the objective pr0'
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tagonist so that the "heart" attains an ambiguous subjective-objective
quality.
Taken as a whole, the poem is an intricate pattern of tensions
between opposing imaginative directions with the fictional "I"
occupying the middle ground of a theoretical reality. The "heart"
is, variously, object ("glass") and part of the theoretical reality so
that there is an imaginative or psychic tension between the two forms;
love" is strongly anthropomorphic but it is also associated with
thee," part of the theoretical reality, so that there is also a psychic
tension there. But the greatest tension is effected in the last two
lines of the third stanza; the external (antagonist and protagonist)
and the psychic (opposite imaginative directions) drama reach their
climaxes in those lines. It is quite obvious that this is the tragic
climax of the external drama; as for the psychic drama, it is where
the polar types of imagination are first brought actively together, one
type acting as a foil for the other and vice versa. The de-animized,
objectified human entity is brought into active conflict with the
anthropomorphized, subjectified abstraction. It is a point of perfect
tension of balanced opposites.
Before making any further generalizations in the light of Mr.
Tate's conclusions, it will be necessary to see how Dickinson uses
the magical symbol in the context of a poem. The following poem,
It was not death," is representative:
It was not death, for I stood up,
And all the dead lie down;
It was not night, for all the bells
Put out their tongues, for noon.
It was not frost, for on my flesh
I felt siroccos crawl, —
Nor fire, for just my marble feet
Could keep a chancel cool.
And yet it tasted like them all;
The figures I have seen
Set orderly, for burial,
Reminded me of mine,
As if my life were shaven
And fitted to a frame,
And could not breathe without a key;
And 'twas like midnight, some,
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When everything that ticked has stopped,
And space stares, all around,
Or grisly frosts, first autumn morns,
Repeal the beating ground.
But most like chaos, — stopless, cool, —
Without a chance or spar,
Or even a report of land
To justify despair.
It is immediately evident that there is none of the tight, external
drama here that we found in Donne's poem, and that is because there
is no specific antagonist, no dramatic characterization of an anthro
pomorphic being. Instead there is a general animism of nature: "for
all the bells / Put out their tongues," I felt siroccos crawl," space
stares," and "beating ground." Taken as a whole, the animism is
pejorative, but it is not strengthened by being realized in a specific
entity. Nevertheless there is clearly a psychic tension between the
animized nature and the fictional "I" (the theoretical reality)
throughout the poem. But the greatest tension comes in the fourth
stanza which contains the magical symbol. By virtue of being exactly
opposed to the animized nature the magical symbol, the frame,
further enhances the animization of nature and thereby increases
its pejorative quality. Actually, one has the feeling that there is an
external drama in the poem because of the psychic tension. The
psychic tension is the same, opposed types of imagination serving
as foils for each other, as it is in Donne's poem despite the fact that
Dickinson doesn't concretize the external dramatic tension.
The tension between the anthropomorphic and magical imag
ination that is found in Donne's and Dickinson's poetry may be
further explicated (as I have suggested above) as a tension between
opposing conceptions of nkture. A spiritually guided nature, where
abstractions are humanized, is opposed to a scientific, mechanical
nature, where life is objectified. These are the two poles of the mind
that Mr. Tate was referring to, and the psychic tension between them
is the "lucid tension" that he noticed. The "rigid system of ideas
which is evidenced in the animized abstractions is balanced by the
"sense of the natural world" which is seen in the objectification of life
By carrying this conclusion only one step further, we can see
the strong influence of the historical milieu on Donne's and Dick
inson's poetry. When Donne was writing, the theocentric myth of the
mediaeval world and its complex, "rigid system of ideas" (the Great
Chain of Being, the Planes of Correspondency) were decaying before
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the onslaught of the positivistic new philosophy." Dickinson's
situation was analagous: the Puritan world view of a spiritually
guided nature was falling before a similar positivism. The anthro
pomorphic imagination, of course, evolved from the theocentric
worlds and the de-animistic from the encroaching positivism. That
the opposing conceptions are present and balanced in a tense unity
in Donne's and Dickinson's poetry is the result of what Mr. Tate calls
a perfect literary situation." Mr. Tate's point could easily be
defended, because at no other times in English or American history
have there been such dramatic clashes of completely opposite world
views. The great literature of these periods speaks for itself, and it
is in the poetry of Donne and Dickinson that we can see the result
most clearly. In their poetry we can see the terrible conflict in two
sensitive minds in similar circumstances, and perhaps by seeing this
conflict in esthetic and historical terms we have come to a better un
derstanding of the poetry and the poets.

VERSE:—
The Sanctuary
The birth of passion had unsealed your eyes,
And on the hot blue lake light summer's veil
Stifled the thoughts of rancid sheets where pale
Girls laughed at stars. Stale sheets and nightly sighs
Were inarticulate — so far away
From warm verandas where you sipped your tea
And thrilled the sunlit silence with your dreams
And murmured that you loved the holiday.
And so, in these blue days and bluer days
Summer's sultry tears had soothed the scars
That before were crying-fresh. Hardened hopes
Were bathed in limpid skies: and so you gazed —
Here were the silent passageways of stars
r~ seen through ten-cent smudged-glass telescopes.
— Evan A. Lottman
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Horace: Book 2, Ode 30
This monument I raise to outlast hardened bronze,
To overtop the tombs piled up for Egypt's dead:
Mad Aquilo, corrupting rust,
Will never scatter it, dead dust.
Not altogether shall I die,
Some part will shun Libitina;
Ever healthy must I linger,
Appraised anew, the harbinger.
While priest and close-mouthed virgin
Together mount Capitoline —
Where Aufidus roars out enraged
There my fame, its merit gauged,
Where sovereign Daunus once obscure
A thirsty tongue of earth endured:
I shall be famed, the first to clothe
Aeolian song in Italian mode.
Drink up the pride won by your gifts,
Melpomene, and gladly wreathe
This hair of mine with Delphic bay.
— George Geasej

Ne Sit Ancillae . . .
Since you have found some psychic spontaneity
With a girl high breasted though of low estate
(The magic in her bosom charming noble hate)
Pay passion's tribute to a lover's deity.
Eros, who, when Achilles found his mate
Made him heavy water for Trojan and for Greek,
Made kings amorphous, a battle axe to seek,
A blood house yawning red with murder slate.
Lovers are heroes, like them to victory aspire,
Can sleep the bitter dreams of one possessed
By frantic demon squealing of chastity finessed
In cold beds, cold resolve, libidinous fire.
But seek not an aged poet to indict
Wasted now, nor exercising that birthrite.
— R. Gold hurst
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Liberal Imagination by Lionel Trilling. The Viking Press, New
York, 1950. $3.50.
During the two years that I have been at Kenyon I have rarely
heard the name of Lionel Trilling mentioned in discussion among
the undergraduates. He is known here, of course; he has spoken here
and written for The Kenyon Review. But to my knowledge he has
never been one of those fads — to speak more politely, one of those
intellectual influences which frequently sweep over a campus. Now
this is strange. For if I were asked to play the abominable game of
ranking contemporary critics — in the way, for example, that we
rank popular songs or good vintages or great composers — I should
not hesitate to place Mr. Trilling among the three or four finest
critics writing in English today. If I were asked to give my reasons
for this judgment, however, they would have to be elaborate and per
haps not too clear or convincing. Perhaps this difficulty explains the
phenomenon noted above. In fact, my objections and reserva
tions to Mr. Trilling's work would flow more easily. He offers
us no rules or methods for literary analysis, there is little one can
do with his criticism in any technical sense; furthermore his terminol
ogy is tantalizingly ambiguous and his ideas are, more often than not,
suggested rather than precisely formulated. Much is made of ideas
'n these essays, particularly of their relation to the emotions and to
literature, but his own ideas are not very adventurous, nor are the
important ones he works with very numerous.
Yet I would repeat my judgment. Over the course of the past
ten years Mr. Trilling has carried on a powerful and continuous
Cfiticism of the liberal imagination as it operates in literature and
Soc*ety in the United States. Thus the title of his book. When the
essays which are collected in this volume were scattered here and
there in different journals it was difficult to perceive the overall
cogency of his enterprise. He seemed to be repeating and over^rcising himself with the same matters again and again. But the
rutal fact is that the situation he analyzed has become no better.
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Except for poetry, which seems to
thrive under the strangest circum
stances, no viable and powerful lit
erature has arisen to embody the
ideas of liberal democracy. This is
a rather cold statement of a terri
fying problem which should tor
ment every writer who has any
pretension to seriousness. It is com
pletely central to any future lit
erature and it is the mark of Mr.
Trilling's importance that he has
addressed himself to it almost ex
clusively, and at the expense of
many other things he could probably
have done with more pleasure and
less trouble.
Mr. Trilling's exploration of the
problem he propounds leads him in
many directions. First the work of
criticism in its sharper sense is done
in an attack on Parrington, Dreiser,
Anderson and, more briefly, on Dos
Passos, O'Neill and Wolfe. Faulk
ner and Hemingway are saved. In
the comparison of these two with
the others we can find Mr. Trilling's
criteria for whatever good contem
porary writing we have. The dis
cussion of Parrington is important
in that it leads to an analysis of
the idea of "reality" and its relation
to literature as conceived by the
liberal mind. The idea of "reality"
is central to these essays, for es
sentially they are directed toward
its amplification. Mr. Trilling is
preoccupied with the continuity be
tween emotion and intellect and
between these two and politics. Lit
erature, the novel more than the
other genres, encompasses this total-
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ity and its success rests upon the
coincidence of all these elements in
the work of art. The failure of the
liberal imagination is that it has not
recognized the complexity of reality,
that it tends to be simplistic in en
visaging a literature which can oper
ate without the mingling of these
dimensions of experience.
Among the finest essays in this
book are the two which investigate
the relations between art and the
emotions. Anyone who deals with
this problem must go to Freud and
psychoanalysis. And so much is Mr.
Trilling concerned with the emo
tions that Freud is always in the
background of this book. There is
no essay more balanced, discrim
inating, and philosophically critical
than the one on "Freud and Literature and none calmer in its treat
ment of a very touchy subject than
Art and Neurosis."
The pieces which are devoted to
particular literary works and authors
Vary in interest and importance,
^here is a good one on Huckle
berry Finn and, for the purposes of
'his book, an irrelevant one on
Wordsworth's "Immortality Ode";
Fitzgerald is treated with beautiful
msight and appreciation while the
essay on Tacitus does not seem very
crucial or perceptive. But towering
ahove
these smaller essays is Tril'ngs wonderful introduction to
enry James's Princess CasamassiIt is by far the finest piece in
e collection and one of the most
wvin8 and careful accounts of
mess work that I have seen. It
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addresses itself directly to the novel
and through the novel to James
and ultimately to those questions I
have suggested are at the heart of
Mr. Trilling's argument. Some may
suspect that he makes James over
in his own image of the great novel
ist, but the documentation is so apt
and the insight so true that the
essay is completely convincing.
I have only touched lightly upon
the wealth of Mr. Trilling's book.
There is a great deal more to be
said and therefore I conclude with
two requests — one to the author
of these essays and one to his
readers. What we need from Mr.
Trilling is a more systematic work
on the problems he raises, in which
his ideas are followed through to
their conclusions and applied sys
tematically to literature and society.
From his readers we need more
discussion in talk and in print of
his analysis. Of all the major critics,
he is the only one who has not been
the subject of an extended com
mentary in any of the important
reviews. The Liberal Imagination
presents us with an opportunity to
fill this lack.
— Kermit Lansner
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has since written short stories which
have appeared in The Kenyon Re
view, The Sewanee Review, and
The New Yorker. A contemporary of Randall Jarrell and
Robert Lowell, Taylor has achieved
recognition as a writer of fiction
comparable to the acclaim which
they have received as poets. Two
years ago a collection of Taylor's
short stories entitled A Long Fourth
was published, and now, in A
Woman of Means, Taylor proves
himself capable of sustaining the
longer form of the novel with skill
and distinction.
In both style and subject matter,
d Woman of Means is reminiscent
°f the stories in A Long Fourth. The
'^ale is the upper south, the chief
character a woman, and the theme
— that of most of Taylor's earlier
stories — the disintegration of a
family. A woman is driven to insanity, the immediate cause of which
would seem to be her ungrounded
fear that her husband does not love
her, but has married her for her
money.
What distinguishes the
st°ry, of course, is the way it is
told Taylor chooses to write in the
rst Pefson, from the point of view
a sensitive twelve-year-old boy,
u
x 'nt, the stepson of the woman of
means. Through Quint we see the
' happiness of the stepmother,
secure in the love of Quint's father,
^ absorbed in her love for Quint,
0 fakes the place of the son she
has al ways wanted. Before her final
breakdo
wn at the end of the novel,
she is
tragically more dependent
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on Quint than he is on her. Taylor,
in using Quint as the narrator, man
ages to suggest to the reader more
than Quint can actually put into
words — the subtle causes of the
stepmother's trouble, which are be
yond the child's understanding, for
example — and the confusion of
the innocent Quint, as the tragedy
comes to a climax, makes for irony
and pathos.
Taylor's style is quiet and unmannered, marked by the simplicity
and ease that is the product of pa
tient craftsmanship. Most notable,
perhaps, is the suggestiveness of his
writing. Robert Penn Warren's
comment in the Introduction to A
Long Fourth applies as well to A
Woman of Means. The reader
leaves Taylor's stories, Warren ob
serves, "with a fuller sense of the
complexities of things and of the
shadowy, unsaid, unreconciled
meanings that must haunt every
story worth writing or reading."
— W. L. Copithorne
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THE KENYON SCHOOL
OF ENGLISH
The Schedule for the Third Session — June 22 to August 5, 1950:
KENNETH BURKE: Poetry As Symbolic Action
WILLIAM EMPSON: The Word of Poetry: Studies in the English Tradition
L. C. KNIGHTS: Shakespeare
ROBERT LOWELL: The Dramatic Lyric and Monologue: Tennyson, Browning,
Hardy, Robinson, Frost, and Eliot
ARTHUR MIZENER: Studies in Twentieth-Century American and English
Fiction
PHILIP BLAIR RICE: Philosophy of Criticism
DELMORE SCHWARTZ: The Short Story
AUSTIN WARREN: Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman

For detailed information, address
Charles M. Coffin, Dean
The School of English
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio

CREATORS and PRODUCERS
OF

DISTINCTIVE PRINTING
The MANUFACTURING PRINTERS COMPANY
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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
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MT. VERNON, OHIO

Dry Cleaning Establishment

DODGE — PLYMOUTH
MOTOR CARS
°°DGE "Job-Rated" TRUCKS
Sales and Service
PHONE 41486

Requests that YOU
Pay Strict Attention
To Their Business
Which is YOUR Appearance!
Cleaning
Dyeing
Pressing
Laundering
WE RUN OUR OWN PLANT
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